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D I S C LAI M E R
This material has a classified status and was prepared by Shift Gestão Empresarial Ltda. ("Shift Capital") in order to present to you with whom we already have a close and habitual relationship, preliminary data
regarding the operations of Shift Capital.

This material does not represent a promise or sale offer, nor an option or recommendation to purchase or subscribe securities, nor should it serve as a basis for investment decision making or for any purchase or
subscription of titles, assets or securities that could be offered by Shift Capital, directly or indirectly, within or outside the scope of this material, with or without Shift Capital advisory. In the event of a public offer for the
distribution of securities, the rules of prior registration or dispensation must be observed, as the case may be, as in the specific regulation of the Brazilian Securities and Exchange Commission (CVM).

This material should be used exclusively by you for evaluation of interest in participating in the next stages of negotiations involving any type of investment in Shift Capital or in opportunities presented by it. You may
recur upon legal, financial and accounting advisers to assess and assist in forming your conviction regarding the eventual investment opportunity in or through Shift Capital and its risks and uncertainties.

By receiving this material, you accept and agree that: (i) except with the prior and express authorization of Shift Capital, you may not disclose, reproduce or distribute any information contained in such material to any
third party, even if partially, and you should use the same level of care and diligence you normally employ to protect your own sensitive information to protect the information contained in this document; and (ii) if
requested by Shift Capital at any time, you shall return or destroy such material and any other document that has been delivered to you by Shift Capital.

This material does not contain any representations or warranties by Shift Capital or any Shift Capital team members, implied or not, regarding the veracity, consistency, correctness or sufficiency of the information
presented herein. This material may also contain projections of future events that may not occur in the future and in which Shift Capital may have no control or interference. Therefore, you hereby acknowledge and
agree that nothing shall be claimed from Shift Capital, its partners, administrators or employees regarding the information, data, prospects and estimates contained in this material, at any time.

Until the signing of definitive documents, Shift Capital reserves the right to modify or adjust, in whole or in part, any of the characteristics or conditions presented in this material, and nothing can be claimed in that
regard. In due course, during the next phases of the negotiation, you will be informed about any changes that may be made in this context.

Any questions, suggestions, communications or requests regarding this material should be directed exclusively to members of the Shift Capital team. Due to the confidential nature of this document and the information
contained therein, no other person should be contacted by you to discuss aspects of the material.
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About us
We are a Brazilian hands-on venture capital firm with the
goal of supporting exceptional entrepreneurs tackling
relevant problems in tech-enabled or real economy.

Combining our network of investors and entrepreneurs
with our value-add through capital concentration
approach, we offer strategic support to our companies,
aiming to create long term market leaders
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Where we
come from

Our origin allows for independent
thinking and differentiation
Our greatest assets have everything to
do with our beginnings and our culture

We come from an unrest with the current state of investing,
especially VC/PE
We come from humble beginnings, being one of the only
investment firms founded by young people with short experience
and “no known last name”
We come from a great deal of independent learning, super hard
work and pain management/resiliency
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WE ARE DEFINED BY

Our Story
Beginnings

Survival

Exploration

2021E

Consolidation

2020
2019
Coming from a 2020 with a strong

2017
Shift was founded with no clear
business model but a great
mission and call to action: the
Bluefit investment.
With significant struggle, we
were successful in gathering the
first investors around this deal.

2018
Our culture becomes very tangible:
complete alignment of interests,
capital concentration and hands-on
support. We develop our thesis
around tech-enabled and real
economy, recognizing the Venture
Capital gap for real economy
companies.
We purchase and operate Bluefit’s
master franchise for Brazil’s Midwest

and perform a couple of consultancy
jobs to startups and mid-size
companies in order to survive.
This year was defined by survival and
a steep learning curve.

Concentration and hands-on support

pipeline, two high-potential lead

We consolidate our 0% mgmt. fee +

are imperative to our portfolio’s

investments, and 11 talented & trained

30% per. fee SPV business model and

success during the COVID crisis. Our

people team, 2021 is very promising

gain significant traction with dealflow

decision not to scale investments in

for Shift.

and investors. Team expands from the

2019 due to odd conditions (a.k.a

We expect to consolidate our brand,

three founding partners to six people.

hype) is rewarded with a smooth 2020.

thesis and business model through a

Analysis process, pipeline

We lead investments in two companies

few more successful investments and

management, and IR are improved to

right in our sweet spot: high growth,

entertain the possibility of larger

very high standards.

strong fundamentals and fewer relative

commitments as our thesis is proving

We receive a strategic investment

risks. With the solid long-term job, our

to be effective.

from a very reputable entrepreneur

investor base organically expands to

and friend, Marcelo Sanovicz, who

33 engaged investors. Our team

becomes our fourth partner. We

expands to 10 people and culture

successfully conclude our first VC co-

plays a strong role in the team’s solid

investments in very attractive

development. We follow-on on The

companies: Kovi, Zak and The Coffee.

Coffee and start a special project in

As our access to capital grows, there
have been provocations into raising a
fund in the traditional form of blind
pool. We will indulge this possibility,
keeping in mind the core values and
culture that brought Shift this far.

Agribusiness.
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WE ARE DEFINED BY

Our Mission

TO BU I LD G REAT COM PA NI ES

Culture: the core
Capabilities: the value-add
Capital: the beginning

We are bold independent thinkers that seek for
opportunities where others don’t

Post-seed to Series B, growth focused

Governance

R$4M-40M investments

Insight generation

Tech enabled & real economy

Business development
Talent deployment (hiring & allocation)

We treat our investors Capital as an invaluable
material, so no investment is taken lightly
We praise analytical decision making and
excellence as our banner, sword and shield
We value ownership and leadership at all levels
of the organization

Financial structuring

We are radically sincere with each other,
especially when it is hard

Capital raise (equity & debt)

We care for each other deeply and express our
thoughts in an empathetic way
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WE ARE DEFINED BY

Our Partners
2001

2005

2010

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019-

Bernardo Garcia
Managing Partner

Fernando Jamra
Managing Partner

João Maia
Managing Partner

Marcelo Sanovicz
Board Member & Partner
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WE ARE DEFINED BY

Our Team

Rodolfo Turelli
CFO & COO

Felipe Marrach
Partner

Henrique Joppert
Partner

Felipe Coser
Partner

Rodolfo worked 10 years as CFO of Hedging Griffo, over
3 years in financial areas of Credit Suisse in Zurich and
more than 5 years as CFO of Julius Baer Family Office.
At Shit Capital he is responsible for the positions of CFO
and COO.

Mauricio is Shift’s analyst. He has previous experiences
at startups and is responsible for generating dealflow.
He also assists the partners with overall operations,
such as HR, IT, CRM, processes, etc.

Maurício Grin

Felipe is a Senior Analyst at Shift. He worked in the
Investment Banking division of Greenhill & Co. and is
experienced in M&A and financial structuring processes.
Previously in charge of Shift's investments and analysis
team, he is currently deployed as COO at Atlas.

Felipe is a Second time founder of 2 fintech companies,
which one was sold to . Before that, he was part of the
Value Creation and M&A division of Patria. Now, Felipe is
an Analyst at Shift responsible for analysis and support to
invested companies.

Felipe Tokarski

Henrique is Shift’s investment analyst and responds to
both investment and investor relations activities. He has
experience with global public equities analysis of several
different sectors.

Gabriel is part of Shift’s investment team, where he is
responsible for generating dealflow. He has previous
experience in restructuring at Alvarez & Marsal. Gabriel
pursues a bachelor’s degree in Business from Fundação
Getulio Vargas (FGV).

Felipe is Shift’s investment analyst. He has previous
experience at BTG Pactual’s Investment Banking division.
He is very intuitive with company analysis and is already
supporting the analysis teams, in addition to dealflow
generation and pipeline management.

Thiago is part of Shift’s investment team, where he is
responsible for generating dealflow. He pursues a
bachelor’s degree in Business from Fundação Getulio
Vargas (FGV).

Investments

Investments

Gabriel Curcio
Investments

Thiago Caruso
Investments
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WE ARE DEFINED BY

The Investments We Made
Date of
Investment

Aprox. Rev. growth
since investment

Mark-up by
other rounds1

Last
move

Dez/2017

300%

N/A

Private Equity

Abril/2019

4.500%

3.2x

Seed, Series A and B

Jun/2019

N/A(2)

1.4x

Series B

300%

11.3x

Seed and Series A

Out/2020

120%

2.7x

Series A and Bridge

Nov/2020

400%

2.3x

Seed and Series A

Aug/2021

70%

Out/2019

Aprox. Montlhy
revenue

Intentionally removed for
confidentiality purposes

Series A
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WE ARE DEFINED BY

The Rapport We Created (in very short time)

Over 62+ investors

Over 30 co-investors

Family offices

UHNW individuals
Asset Mgmt Firms
Only 3 churned investors
That participated in one investment but did not
participate in others due to liquidity or other restrictions

100% organic/referral
Zero family and friends; zero media; zero discount on fees. Only sweat and hard work

Marcos Amino
(Former Discovery Capital MD)

Lucas Andrade
(QueroEducação Co-Founder)

André Florence
(Former 99 CFO)

Ellie Horn
(Founder of Cyrella)

Peter Fernandez
(Former 99 CEO)

Ariel Lambrecht
(Co-Founder 99 & Yellow)

Kevin Efrusy
(Accel Partner)

Neil Mehta
(GreenOaks Capital founder)

James Oliveira
(Former BTG Pactual Partner)

David Veléz
(NuBank Co-Founder)

Guilherme Bonifácio
(Former iFood founding team)

Jon Sweetgreen
(Founder of Sweetgreens)
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WE ARE DEFINED BY

Our Unique Investment Approach

Tech-enabled & real
economy

Hands-on capital
concentration

Complete alignment
of interests

In Brazil, there is still plenty of opportunity for real

In order to maximize risk-adjusted returns and take

Shift’s business model aims at maximizing alignment of

economy businesses making good use of tech – and,

advantage of Shift’s edge in tech-enabled businesses,

interests between manager, investors and

hence, capturing market share from slow moving

relative capital concentration is key. It means that we

entrepreneurs. It is a core value proposition and allows

incumbents. As a team, we have an edge for identifying

invest less, more cautiously, and support the companies

the manager to strive to be the best possible investor.

such businesses. Despite having a hybrid focus (tech &

greatly during the journey. A key pillar of this strategy is

real economy), it is important to know what is what.

also follow-ons. Being very close to the companies, Shift

Different business models will ultimately have different

enjoys less information asymmetries and is able to make

growth curve, capital strategies and valuations.

good assessment on follow-on rounds
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Our Investment Approach
In detail

CONCENTRATION DRIVES DISCIPLINE
CONCENTRATION ENABLES FOCUS
DISCIPLINE AND FOCUS DRIVE RETURNS
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WHAT WE MEAN BY

Tech-Enabled Real Economy Businesses
TECHNOLOGY
TECH AS THE CORE AND FINAL PRODUCT

Tech-enabled real economy
businesses
Companies using proprietary technology and thirdparty solutions to transform a traditional business
model or create a new one. Usually, revenues come
from selling a good or service rather than the
technology per se.

New trends on real economy
Companies that address new trends on customer
preferences, new consumption habits or tackle
relevant problems through innovative business
models. High growth and returns can be obtained
by the smart use of technology: customer
acquisition, value chain optimization, product/service
value proposition, etc.

REAL ECONOMY
TRADITIONAL INDUSTRIES SELLING GOODS OR SERVICES
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WHAT WE MEAN BY

WHAT WE MEAN BY

Tech-Enabled Real Economy Businesses
TECHNOLOGY
TECH AS THE CORE AND FINAL PRODUCT

Seed to Series B
with a focus on A and B
But not hostage to “round names”. Shift seeks
companies with the major business model hypothesis
well tested. We prefer to incur in scale risks rather
than product-Market-fit risks. We have noticed that this
risks do not follow a linear “rounds” logic and look for
such arbitrages.
We prefer to be the first institutional investor in each
company. This allows us to work closer and with less
noise with entrepreneurs and implement a few
important cultural pillars for great relationships.

REAL ECONOMY
TRADITIONAL INDUSTRIES SELLING GOODS OR SERVICES
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WHAT WE MEAN BY

Active Prospection

At Shift, dealflow has a
whole different meaning

Dealflow by source: Target (upper funnel)

Dealflow by source: First meeting (mid funnel)

Active prospection responds to the vast majority…

…On the other hand, presents greater rupture

9 months sample: considers all prospects between Jan/2021 and Sep/2021

Shift prioritizes proprietary dealflow: active
prospection

and

old-time

relations.

16%

23%

According to our experience, proprietary
dealflow

results

in

more

balanced

valuations, less time pressure and better

Total:
[X]1 targets

Total:
[X]1 meetings

relations with founders. The trade-off is
that active prospection generally means
that the companies are not raising capital,

77%

84%

and therefore the process requires more
Active Prospection

creativity, patience and time availability. It

Passive Prospection

is not a “quick-win”. But if done correctly,
yields incredible deals.
Intentionally removed for confidentiality purposes
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WHAT WE MEAN BY

Capital Concentration

The traditional VC strategy

Shift’s approach: Risk-oriented venture investing

Is it enough?
An

overdiversification

strategy

is

usually

accompanied by poor decision making. By

doing so, the manager is dodging his/her ability
to make a fundamentalist analysis over the
specific asset and will spread capital betting on
highly skewed returns. In this cases, the
manager is already psychologically prepared to

lose money and with strong negative biases.
This business model allows for suboptimal

Traditional VC approach focuses on wide

Shift’s capital concentration approach allows for

processes and very high-risk tolerance, added

diversification and sectorial exposure

better risk recognizing and better risk management

to a very low risk management ability due to a

•

Intense investment activity and pressure to
allocate capital provides superficial analysis

•

Wide diversification allows for suboptimal risk
recognition and much room for individual
biases/errors

very wide portfolio.
Shift does not rely on this strategy, confident
that the best approach to private investing in
Brazil (for now) is focusing on alpha –
maximizing risk adjusted returns.

•

Extensive portfolio and focus on capital allocation
inhibits ability to support companies and manage
risks

•

Capital concentration with no pressure to allocate
generates a solid investment process: from
analysis to negotiation

•

Better understanding of nuances and risk
recognition

•

Better risk recognition, concentrated portfolio and
hands-on approach generates better risk
management
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WHAT WE MEAN BY

Capital Concentration

The traditional VC strategy

Shift’s approach: Risk-oriented venture investing

Is it enough?
An

overdiversification

strategy

is

usually

accompanied by poor decision making. By

doing so, the manager is dodging his/her ability
to make a fundamentalist analysis over the
specific asset and will spread capital betting on
highly skewed returns. In this cases, the
manager is already psychologically prepared to

loose money and with strong negative biases.

“Wide diversication is only required when investors do not understand what they are doing”

This business model allows for suboptimal
processes and very high-risk tolerance, added
to a very low risk management ability due to a
very wide portfolio.
Shift does not rely on this strategy, confident
that the best approach to private investing in
Brazil (for now) is focusing on alpha –
maximizing risk adjusted returns.

“Wide diversification is
only required when
investors do not
understand what they are
doing”
- Warren Buffet

“If you focus on
diversification instead of
single-minded pursuit of the
very few companies that can
become overwhelmingly
valuable, you’ll miss those
rare companies in the first
place”

“Know what you own and
know why you own it.”

- Peter Lynch

- Peter Thiel
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WHAT WE MEAN BY

Being Hands-On
Our approach
Strategy

Business development

Networking

On demand execution

Portfolio concentration allows for deep

Team’s main strenght is business

Extra effort to boost our invested

When the gaps observed are too critical

knowledge, generating valuable

development – exploring new

companies through networking with

or opportunities too great, Shift’s team

strategic inputs;

opportunities, businesses, partnerships,

companies, LP’s and entrepreneurs;

is deployed to execute on demand,

Shift’s partners produce a “modern

channels, categories and so on;

Shift has a special relation to key

Board of Directors”, focused on

Negotiation, higher level thinking and

corporations that provide privileged

execution and agility rather than control

networking play a major role

inputs on markets and exit opportunities

scope restricted activities in invested

companies

Key execution enablers
Brazil
In addition to being the largest

economy/population in Latam, Shift’s
team has deep knowledge and network
in Brazil

Core focus on Real Economy
and Tech Enabled
By focusing on businesses that we have
familiarity and experience, we have
more successful value ad incursions

Fewer deals / deep knowledge

Front line experiences

Slim portfolio enables more team focus,

Shift’s teams have and are encouraged to

more up to date information and more

have front line experiences in invested

time availability of the partners to a

companies, adding to talent formation and

given thesis

operational experience

Next slides will provide stories on Shift’s cases and tangible
examples of hands-on VC investing
18
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T A N G I B L E

E X P E R I E N C E

Equity investment
Series Seed, A and B

Being hands-on even before
investing

A TESTING FIRST DEAL

BEING HANDS ON

▪ Shift was analyzing the subrental model for a few months before we met

From start we knew that being hands on was a challenge, given

Adhemar, Kovi’s founder
OVERVIEW
▪ We were quickly impressed by the founder’s execution capabilities, vision and
Kovi offers mobility and financial
solutions for ridesharing drivers

resourcefulness to create unfair advantages and overcome barriers

that our share of the business after Series A was 1.7%.
We addressed this by the following steps:
▪

company, significantly superior to other sponsors, resulting in
very productive conversation with the founders and privileged

▪ Unfortunately, the round was already oversubscribed

visions for the business

The services include car rental through a
weekly subscription app, financial
management, loans and insurance

▪ Our team accessed the thesis’ main weaknesses: car supply and capital

Kovi so far has raised U$105M from
Shift and the following investors:

▪

We applied our know-how, networking and resourcefulness

structure. Large contracts with rental companies, dealerships and assemblers

into adding value to the company’s main short-term

would be necessary and the company’s poor balance sheet would be

bottlenecks: car supply and capital structure

insufficient to land those deals
OTH E RI NVESTOR S

We had a very deep knowledge on the thesis and the

▪

Our work was focused on the following:
▪ Key hire of the senior executive Fernando Ribaldo –

▪ We worked on solutions and finally found one that would fit the company’s

from the idea and contact to proposal acceptance;

constrains: hire a reputable manager to serve as director of supply and create

▪ Design and partner engagement of a credit structure

deals based on relationship and personal reputation, rather than balance

(FIDC) to provide better financing to the car suppliers

sheet (uncommon to startups at this stage)

and unlock supply;
▪ Introductions to key suppliers: large dealerships and

▪ We were successful in bringing Fernando Ribaldo, CSO of Arval Brasil (Arval
is the largest B2B operator in the world) onboard. He joined as Kovi’s Director
of Supply and was a clear win for the company
Tinder Founder

99 Founders

Kevin Efrusy
(Accel Partner)

Grin Founders

Norte Ventures

▪ This “value add” granted Shift Capital’s position in Kovi’s Series Seed – and
was instrumental in landing Shift’s first Venture Capital deal in a very disputed
round.

large rental companies;
▪ Participation in meetings with assemblers and
assistance in deal terms / negotiation (business
development);
▪ Series A pitch deck partial elaboration.
With that, we built influence and trust and collaborated with
transformational inputs without being intrusive. A successful
initial experience that assured our allocation in the Series A.
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T A N G I B L E

E X P E R I E N C E

Equity investment
Series Seed

Adding value through critical
support during pivot

IMPORTANT LEARNINGS

BEING HANDS ON

▪ Zak was originally Mimic, a dark-kitchen business focused in operating

We knew the pivot would be a challenge for the company

famous local brands in the digital channel through delivery apps. Mimic was
OVERVIEW

heavily focused in achieving maximum efficiency through the development of

Zak is a full scope platform solution for
restaurants offering operating system,
payments and finance products for
restaurants
Zak was originally Mimic a dark-kitchen
focused business model, a key experience

proprietary technology
▪ The founding team noticed that they would have a much more scalable
business and solve a much larger pain in selling their technology
▪ The restaurant market in Latam lacked a complete all-in-one solution for

transforming from a real estate/kitchen operator company into
a pure technology player.
By noticing this, Shift conducted high value activities as
follows:
▪

for their platform solution
▪

Introduced then to a few startups focused on the
food service industry

restaurant management combining operating system, payments and finance.
Zak used its previous knowledge as kitchen operators to create the first

Mapped a few possible acquisitions with synergies

▪

Advised on the acquisitions of 2 companies, a sub-

that made the founders understood a

complete platform solutions for the restaurants in the Brazilian market offering

much larger pain in the restaurant industry

POS system, payments processing system, delivery management system,

OTH ER I NVESTOR S

integrations with the main delivery apps, white label platform for proprietary

Other than that, Shift contributed with the deployment of an

delivery and other features, aiming to become “Toast of Latam”

analyst full time allocated in the company, conduced strategy

Zak has raised U$25M from Shift
and the following investors:

José Galló
(Former Renner CEO)
Gabriel Benarros
(Ingresse Founder)
Ellie Horn
(Cyrella Founder)
David Vélez
(Nubank CEO)

acquirer and a POS startup for restaurants

meetings and debriefed the outputs with the whole team in
▪ Product-market-fit has already been noticed with an extremely strong traction

order to set goals, metrics and key hires

in the first months of operation with +R$100 millions TPV. We are confident
with the thesis due to a strong value proposition and a strong business moat

In this investment, there was a clear disconnection between

(high barriers to exit)

Shift’s check size / upside and energy deployed to support the
company. An important learning for our team and an
experience that contributed to forge Shift’s current thesis.
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T A N G I B L E

E X P E R I E N C E

Equity investment
Series Seed and A

Scouting, convincing, sharing

SWEET SPOT

BEING HANDS ON

▪ We met The Coffee through an active prospection. Our first interactions with

At The Coffee’s investment, we faced similar challenge than

the brand were as customers, enjoying the excellent coffee and experience

Zak’s: we had to be patient and wait for the business and

near our office

founder’s to mature until we could provide our strategic

OVERVIEW
The Coffee is a chain of mini coffee shops
that offer high quality coffee-based drinks
for an affordable price and through a fast,

▪

As the brand grew on us, we asked the store manager an intro to the
founders. We successfully arranged a visit on their HQ in Curitiba, Paraná

▪ A few weeks, interactions, analysis and provocations later, we were decided

simple and cashless purchasing

we wanted to lead their seed round. What we saw in The Coffee’s series Seed

experience

was stronger than the usual fundaments for a seed round and very promising

With its Series A, The Coffee is expanding

unit economics, market and brand potential. Right on our sweet spot

into a multi-channel approach (stores,
retail, delivery & ecommerce)

insights and value add
After ~9 months of our investment, we perceived it was time
to intensify interactions, and began our value approach. We
applied many of our past learnings and the activities/results
were as follows:
▪

store expansion and operations team (such as

▪ Unfortunately (or fortunately) Monashees, our co-investor in several other

having

companies, had the same vision, and made a more aggressive proposal to the

OTH ER I NVESTOR S
The Coffee has raised U$5.5M from
Shift and the following investors:

internal

architecture

team

and

Holding rather than in the franchisee, etc.)
▪

Suggested an internal store hunting team for key
areas, such as São Paulo

▪ We eventually followed-on on The Coffee’s Series A and increased our
allocation in this much liked thesis

an

implanting team, standardizing suppliers in the

founders. We had to content to co-invest, knowing that the silver lining was
more access to capital for The Coffee, and therefore, less risk for Shift

We provided strategic insights on designing a

▪

Strategic advising on capital structure in order to
explore own stores, rather than franchises

▪

Key introduction to partners such as coffee
producers, asset-as-a-service providers for store

John Sweetgreen
(Sweetgreens)

Daniel Rumennik
(Expanding Capital)

Norte Ventures

Thomas Yao
(IMO Ventures)

machinery, key angels and others
Such level of engagement and very low information
asymmetries resulted in Shifts intention to follow-on on The
Coffee’s Series A.
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T A N G I B L E

E X P E R I E N C E

Equity investment
Series A and Bridge

Leading a Series A and
consolidating our hypothesis

OVERVIEW
Creamy is a skin care brand with a Direct-to-

LEADING IT OUR WAY

BEING HANDS ON

▪ This is an interesting story. We met Skelt’s founder, Gabriel, through an active

At Skelt Brands, the rapport created with the founders and

Instagram prospections. We had never heard of self tanning before, but were

value add during the analysis process resulted in significant

curious enough to entertain the case

influence. Important to say that our work with them started

▪ That was in the early COVID months. The first talk with the entrepreneur was

Consumer masstige strategy - focused on

mesmerizing: solid bootstrapped growth curve, strong unit economics and a

low-cost products with strong value

second brand, Creamy, that had recently launched, with huge potential

proposition and simple formulations through
a unique 100% DTC channel

even before the investment was concluded. The following
actions contributed to creating our edge:
▪

in order to reduce leverage and working capital

▪ Our analysis concluded that both brands were well positioned to capture

needs, given the high growth period

growth during and after COVID. Creamy, in special, was addressing a very

promising category, skincare, through a unique low-cost approach (full DTC)

▪

▪

▪

Skelt is the first quality-focused self tanning
brand - affordable and solving a growing

first meeting, the deal was concluded – in very interesting terms
▪ This was Shift’s first leadership in an expressive R$16 million deal. In this

with

the

objective

of

Assisted

founders

with

packaging

supplier

development

▪ Through patience, resiliency and value add, we convinced the founder that it
was highly strategic for the group to partner with Shift and 8 months after our

laboratory

developing innovative products and processes

and knew nothing about VC
OVERVIEW

Introduction and business development with a
reputable

▪ After a few months of intense analysis and interactions we knew that this was
an investment case – but faced adversity as the founder was not fundraising

Assisted the founders with financial management

Assisted founders with Creamy’s launch campaign
and branding

▪

Added strategic value with 2021 business plan

design:

channels,

geography,

IT,

talent,

processes, capital needs.

demand mostly for women, building the

case, we have tested our hypothesis that active prospection results in out-of-

Despite being a very recent investment, our feeling is that our

brand through strong influence marketing

the-box investment cases that generally provide a better risk / reward relation

skills and experiences will be highly accretive to the company

▪ In addition, we proved that our creativity in deal making allows us to capture
interesting opportunities: this deal required brands consolidation, captable
restructure, incentive plans and strict governance.

and will collaborate to a high growth yet professional /
organized company. In addition, we will be able to stress test
our skills under a very intensive hands-on interaction, as the

company will demand it and the founders will welcome it.
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T A N G I B L E

E X P E R I E N C E

Equity investment
Series Seed and A

Leading a Series Seed in a
new industry

SEED AND A INVESTING

BEING HANDS ON

▪ We have analyzed fintechs, especially credit, since the start of Shift Capital.

As usual, the quality of our interactions and hands-on

Noteworthy that in rare occasions we found truly sustainable businesses

experiences granted us the lead in Paketá’s Seed investment.

because, in our view, the credit industry has important (and challenging)

What we discussed with the founder was that we had a

fundamentals that must be combined to form the backbone of a healthy long-

differentiated experience with credit, deriving from our past

term enterprise

investment banking experiences, and that we had access to

OVERVIEW
Paketá offers private payroll loans
(consigned credit) in a 100% digital
environment. It leverages on data and key

▪ To name a few: 1) Origination capacity and distribution channels with
controlled CAC and adverse selection mitigants; 2) Harvest of loans with unit

API’s with HR / ERPs to offer tailor-made

economics that pay the cost of capital, with the correct pricing and credit

credit to employees in private companies

model supporting the approvals; 3) The right combination of collection

With the Seed round led by Shift, Paketá

methods and collaterals to manage default; 4) To have the correct funding

will invest in technology development and

structure and partners to provide the capital and grow with profitability

commercial rollout

(instead of having a large portfolio with poor returns)

several potential clients for Paketá giver our extensive network
in Brazil, our brazilian LP’s (currently 100% of our base) and
eager to contribute. The investment is very recent, but our
Project designed with the founder is that:
▪

credit, product & vision – through the Board of
Directors

▪ In Paketá we found a great team of 3rd time entrepreneurs with proven track

▪

companies

monitored the company closely since March/2020 and saw Fabian (CEO)
bringing together the important points at each step of the business (team,

▪

fundamentals. An interesting arbitrage
▪

We will act on business development, aiming at
new Credit-as-a-Service partnerships, funding

tech, product, partners, credit)

interactions have showed us that this was a Seed round with Series A

We will have a revenue focus by making key
introductions to potential clients: large & mid size

record developing a technology that could unlock a very large market. We

▪ The several validations that the team surpassed along this 8 months of

We will contribute with strategy – commercial,

needs, credit sponsors, channel partnerships, etc.
As we have learned with other Seed investment, our team will
have

to

apply

the

right

dosage

of

patience

and

aggressiveness, knowing that tech, product and market fit

By this point, we understood that this was an investment case with strong risk

come with time. While being aware of this, we are eager to

/ reward prospects and charged to lead their round.

contribute with the company and apply our support model in
such a high potential business.
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T A N G I B L E

E X P E R I E N C E

Equity investment
Series A

Leading a Series A along
major global investors

OVERVIEW
Terramagna offers loans to farmers using a
state-of-the-art computer vision system to
process satellite images and reduce credit
risk by monitoring their debtor's crop

SERIES A INVESTING

BEING HANDS ON

▪ Shift met Terramagna 2 years prior the investment. We where very intrigued

Despite being a recent investment, Shift already contributed

about their monitoring technology for agribusiness, but understood the

with the companies in many ways; (1) introduced them to

founders weren’t extracting the full potential of their technology with the

Milenio Capital, a credit focused asset management firm and

current business model (crop monitoring as a service for agribusiness

co-lead with them the structuring of a new FIDC; (2)

creditors)

discussed +10 new financial products that could be launched;

▪ We advised them they would have a much bigger potential if they became a
fintech, since their clients where retaining the main piece of the value they
created

(3) introduced them to David Telio (head of credit) and helped
on the hiring negotiation; (4) introduced them to Softbank that
co-lead the series A along us. The investment is very recent,
but our Project designed with the founder is that:

▪ In the end of 2020, we returned our conversation with the founders and they

OTH ER I NVESTOR S

▪

where already financing working capital loans for farmers, they raised their

credit, product & vision – through the Board of

first FIDC totaling R$ 50 millions and achieved an outstanding 0% of default

Directors

rate
▪

▪ Our hypothesis that their technology would be better suitable for financing

Terramagna has raised U$12M
from Shift and the following
investors:

▪

founders' capabilities, company technology and understood the huge

to finance bigger rounds that we expected as the company grows. We
introduced the company to SoftBank, they were amazed by the opportunity
and decided to also participate in the Series A round as co-leaders along Shift
Capital

beside

other

stakeholders

We will contribute with talent acquisition using our
technology, credit and agribusiness network to

addressable market among the biggest we ever invested

would need to bring other relevant institutional investors with deeper pockets

working

involved in the process

round with capital focused on growth, since we where confident about the

▪ We understood with a huge addressable market and rising competition we

We will support the structuring of new financial
products

was validated. We understood the company was ready to receive a larger

Sergio Furio
(Creditas CEO)

We will contribute with strategy – commercial,

help the founders find key people to the company
We built a very strong relationship with the founding team,
giving us a higher influence power without being intrusive. We
are confident that Shift capabilities are extremely accretive to
the company, and we trust the founders to deliver their best
results.
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T A N G I B L E

E X P E R I E N C E

Special Situations

First operational experience

OVERVIEW
Bluefit is the second largest gym chain in
Brazil and offers high quality equipment and

FRONTLINE EXPERIENCE

BEING HANDS ON

▪ Shift’s partners had a relevant exposure to a similar case being developed in

Shift’s partners drafted Shift Fitness even before several pillars

Brazil, Smartfit, that is the largest gym chain with over 800 units over the

of Shift Capital were forged. It was our call to action. With very

country and had great expectations for Bluefit posing as a strong contender

few resources, experience and support, Shift’s partners faced

▪ The team had extensive experience with Brazil’s Midwest region and decided

to explore Bluefit’s operation in the region

great adversity in building the business, but were successful
due to a few factors:
▪

services for an affordable price. The

▪ In parallel to discussing contracts and terms with Bluefit’s holding, Shift paired

company holds over 90 units around the

up with a skillful CEO, capable of structuring the operation regionally. The deal

country.

was concluded in the early weeks of 2018 and the CEO, together with Paulo

In 2018, Shift purchased Bluefit’s master
franchise for Brazil’s Midwest. After 3
years, the operation counts with 4
operational gyms and 4 under construction

with seasoned experience in the region
▪

culture

searching for outstanding real estate, team and partnerships
▪

excellence

this day, the best gym among Bluefit gyms. Its cash-flow was responsible for

▪ Shift Fitness has now ~120 employees and 4 operational gyms. Revenues in
2019 were R$7M and in 2020 were R$8M. The operation is well organized,
and with a

solid balance sheet (1.5x leverage ratio - total debt / yearly

Recurring monitoring of the operation’s KPIs
through monthly reports & systems to ensure

and debt. The first operational gym was a tremendous success and is, until
the opening of further gyms

Shift partner as interim COO and launcher,
structuring processes, financial controls and

Nabhan (Shift’s partner and launcher), began the operation in Goiania,

▪ The operation was financed with R$300k equity investment from the partners

The allocation of a 20-year gym-experienced CEO

▪

Significant involvement in business development
from 2018 to 2019 to address commercial
partnerships,

real

estate

developers,

capital

structure, team building, etc.

EBITDA), and is expected to grow to 10 operational gyms in 2021 and R$20M

By being Shift’s first investment, Shift Fitness shaped our

revenues, with 35% EBITDA margin. Currently, Shift’s only operational

hands-on philosophy and was instrumental in building

involvement is in monthly board meetings, where João Paulo Maia holds the

operational expertise. Shift Fitness also added fundamental

Chairman position.

skills for understanding real-economy business and talented
us in managing companies, people and processes.
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T A N G I B L E

E X P E R I E N C E

Special Situations

Restructuring a high-potential
business

OVERVIEW
AtlasAgro is a seed processor and trading
company located in the state of Mato
Grosso. The company trades Brazilian
grains and spices internationally, with its

SEED INVESTING

BEING HANDS ON

▪ Shift accessed the opportunity and was impressed with the potential of non-

AtlasAgro is an intensive hands-on operation. Before Shift, the

commoditized seeds in Brazil. Those provide outstanding return potential and

team was very intuitive but lacked important pillars of

price arbitrages

company building: financial controls, processes, access to

▪ The main challenges identified were (i) developing a professional sourcing

structure to mitigate short supplies and price surges, (ii) implementing better
financial and operational controls, (iii) improving company’s access to capital,
(iv) managing new infrastructure investments and (v) setting and executing a

capital and operational consistency
AtlasAgro is a work in progress. At this time, Shift has

provided the foundations for the business to prosper:
▪

solid business plan

creation of a solid structure

main product being sesame seeds, and
aims to become a large food processor
and supplier to the food service sector in
Brazil.

▪ Shift partnered with the company and deployed two team members holding

capital, we are studying new seeds and pulses to work with
In 2020, Shift joined forces with AtlasAgro
in a 50/50 partnership in order to explore
the agribusiness segment by adding value

▪ Besides being a recent partnership, AtlasAgro is expected to reach R$20M in

Hired a SP-based COMEX team that integrates
Shift’s office in SP

▪

Deployed systems, controls, meetings and reports

to allow the CEO and Board to manage the
business with more consistency and less friction

revenue in 2021, with a 20% EBITDA margin
▪ Although still immature and with challenging months ahead, AtlasAgro

to basic commodities through industrial

represents Shift’s ability of looking for opportunity in non-obvious markets,

processes, with several products already

geographies and industries, added to strong capacity of deal structuring and

in the pipeline: Sesame Seeds, Spices and

▪

interim positions of CFO and COO

▪ As the company improves processes, controls, governance and access to

Allocated two interim executives to assist in the

execution

Pulses (superfoods).
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SHIFT CAPITAL

IN SHORT

W E I N V E S T L E S S A N D C O N C E N T R AT E C A P I TA L

W I T H H I G H C O N V I C T I O N L E V E L S A N D D E E P A N A LY S I S

AND MANAGE RISK THROUGH HANDS ON VALUE ADD

S U P P O R T E D B Y A P E R F O R M A N C E B A S E D B U S I N E S S M O D E L & C U LT U R E

T H AT I N C I T E S U S TO M A K E B E T T E R I N V E S T M E N T D E C I S I O N S .
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Appendix
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IN CASE YOU WANT TO

DEEP DIVE

Institucional Communications

News shared along the journey

Click below to access our 3-year
stakeholder letter that summarizes our

Most of the communications were made in PT BR. You will notice that Shift’s brand
changed along the way as well as the content of the communication

experiences and visions for the mid-term

2018.09

Shift Capital completa 1 ano

2018.11

2018.12

Empreendedores pela própria
natureza

Chegou o momento?

2019.09

2019.12

2020.05

2020.08

2020.11

2021.02

2021.11

2019.06

Felizes em anunciar um novo
investimento

Impactos e oportunidades do
novo cenário mundial em
Venture Capital

Nossos diferenciais perante a
indústria e como geramos Alpha

2 anos de Shift Capital - um
novo investimento, uma nova
marca e ótimas perspectivas

Celebrando 3 anos de Shift
Capital preparados para os
próximos passos

Concluímos um Seed na The
Coffee e a nova rodada de
capitalização da Kovi

Filosofia orientada a risco e em
constante evolução

Revisitando o Value Investing e
a relação de potencial versus
qualidade
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